







MPI Rhpc worker call(

























Rhpc MPI options (options
)
• Rhpc.mpi.f.comm Fortran (R : )

















3 ## Exported functions get values by getOption()


















22 ## Rhpc_worker_noback calls a function, but does not
23 ## get any result.








• MPI Init MPI Finailize
--- pif.f 2014-05-19 17:23:36.000000000 +0900
+++ Rhpc_pif.f 2014-05-19 17:24:13.000000000 +0900




double precision mypi, sumpi, h, sum, x, f, a
double precision pi
parameter (pi=3.14159265358979323846)




f(a) = 4.d0 / (1.d0 + a*a)
- argc = COMMAND_ARGUMENT_COUNT()
- n=0
- if (argc .ge. 1) then





- call MPI_COMM_RANK(MPI_COMM_WORLD, rank, ierr)
- call MPI_COMM_SIZE(MPI_COMM_WORLD, procs, ierr)
+ call MPI_COMM_RANK(mpi_comm, rank, ierr)




if ( n .le. 0 ) goto 30
h = 1.0d0/n
sum = 0.0d0
do 20 i = rank+1, n, procs
x = h * (dble(i) - 0.5d0)
sum = sum + f(x)
20 continue






if (rank .eq. 0) then
print *, ’pi = ’, sumpi, ’ diff = ’, abs(
sumpi - pi)
endif
- 30 call MPI_FINALIZE(ierr)
- stop
+ 30 continue
+ return
end
Rhpc
serialize MPI
COM-ONE
